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About This Game

Be a mage in virtual reality. Learn and cast powerful magic spells to fight off the golems, an army of mindless creatures left
behind from the battles of the past. Fight with a variety of control schemes including: Vive Wands, Leap Motion, or Oculus

Touch.

Features:

8 Unique and Customizable Spells
Explorable Overworld
Unlockable Talents and Abilities
Challenging Special Encounters
Endless Arcade Modes
Leap Motion and Tracked Controller Support
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Title: Wave Magic VR
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Overrun Games
Publisher:
Overrun Games
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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If you want an enjoyable experience with a bit Dungeon game, play 2. This one has basically no information on itself and it's
just objectively annoying to play in. Had a lot more fun with the 2nd game than this one.. Literally the worst
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I have ever played. It is as broken as my butt as soon as my mom figures out I ever played
this.. Benig honest, I bought this because the title had "Fractal" and I thought the game might have some personality with the
subtitle "Make Blooms Not War". No, it turns out it's just a very basic puzzle-ish game. Not very satisfying, no fractals, nothing
really exciting or challenging to be found here.. you will get killed while behind rocks or in bunkers by enemy you cant see. it
will take several shots to kill them but only a couple to kill you. your soldiers will run right by the enemy or fire wildly into the
air. they are useless.
if that sounds like fun then buy it.

i should have paid someone the $2.49 to kick me in the nuts. it would have been more fun.. Interesting premise, but poor
execution, lacking polish (really, rather a lot), and just not that fun to play.. Fantastic game with level editor!
If you like games with grappling hook - this is for you!. Honestly hated this game, just annoying at points, especially that parrot
that won't stop saying "cracker cracker"

10/10 though. You get vehicles of different types in one pack and I love busses, so I going to recommend this.

Beware though, that all 3 busses are articulated and their sizes (15, 20, 29) are in between those of the base game. So on scale
from game-play to eye-candy, that would the latter. Also, it doesn't really feel balanced to me.

Going through it with the vehicle editor also shows that whoever put in the values didn't bother the read the description of the
pack. To give an example, the Nova SA, which presumably uses a lot of fuel, has a fuel value of 60, which is only slightly above
the Toyoka Hayaku (50) and far below the average of the Stern-Berger Dreifach (75) and Jubilee Futurus (100).

But then, if you buy some new vehicles, you want them to be better than the stock ones, right?. Does a♥♥♥♥♥♥job of
explaining what decisions do what, the vagueness leads to end games. This belongs on phones, not steam.
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Game on Linux is not on par with the Windows version. Same water issues as their older game.. Got free trading cards, turned a
small profit, and I still feel ripped off. Nope, the core mechanic of this game is just not clever and not very entertaining.. This is
a very fun game. It is a little grindy but somewhat worth it. I bought this game 2 days ago and am only on the fourth level. The
rounds are hard to progress through unless you play the levels before. Comic Dust and Rust is a pretty graphicly invloved game
so it would be nice to a future update with graphic conrol. Overall, this game is very fun and is great for being in it's early
stages. I can't wait for future updates! Would recomend for friends. Also needs to be more clear on the story, what guns do and
the beifits to using them as well as the downsides. Please fix the frame rate issue. not much of a fan 4/10. Fun, Addictive, Free?
Sure, I'm game. Downloaded on a whim because it reminded me of the gane bomberman on NES when I was young. Did not
dissapoint. Would blow myself up again 10/10. Richard La Ruina.... Achieve 95% of every possible help, still get pummeled.
Nope, the system is broken and unbalanced -in a text based game!.
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